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- Challenges for Subject Repositories
- Subject Repository Landscape
- Recommendations and Discussion
sociological challenges
registries
One journal found when searched for 0930-8989:

Journal: **Springer Proceedings in Physics** (ISSN: 0930-8989)
Publisher: **Springer Verlag**

This summary is for the publisher's default policies and changes or exceptions can often be negotiated. *All information is correct to the best of our knowledge but should not be relied upon for legal advice.*

**Publisher:** Springer Verlag (Germany)

**Author's Pre-print:** ✓ author can archive pre-print (ie pre-refereeing)

**Author's Post-print:** ✓ author can archive post-print (ie final draft post-refereeing)

**Publisher's Version/PDF:** ✗ author cannot archive publisher's version/PDF

**General Conditions:**
- Authors own final version only can be archived
- Publisher's version/PDF cannot be used
- On author's website or institutional repository
- On funders designated website/repository after 12 months at the funders request or as a result of legal obligation
- Published source must be acknowledged
- Must link to publisher version
- Set phrase to accompany link to published version (The original publication is available at www.springerlink.com)
- Articles in some journals can be made Open Access on payment of additional charge

**Mandated OA:** Compliance data is available for 31 funders

**Paid open access:** Open Choice

**Copyright:** [example copyright, please refer to individual publisher policy]

**RoMEO:** This is a RoMEO green publisher

**Updated:** 01-Sep-2009. [Suggest an update for this record]
The term **subject repository** would appear here had there been an exact match.
lack of library literature
SUBJECT REPOSITORY

LANDSCAPE

http://www.flickr.com/photos/oimax/114088060/
PubMed Central (PMC) is the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) free digital archive of biomedical and life sciences journal literature.

Receive notice of new journals and other major updates to PMC: join the [PMC News mail list](mailto:pmc-news-request@lists.nih.gov) or subscribe to the [PMC News](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-news) [RSS feed](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-news/rss).

All the articles in PMC are free (sometimes on a delayed basis). Some journals go beyond free, to [Open Access](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-openaccess). Find out what that means.

PMC's [utilities](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-utilities) include an OAI service that provides XML of the full-text of some articles, functions for scripting PMC searches and linking to specific PMC articles from your site, and more ...


It's about preservation and access: [digitizing the complete run of back issues](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-backissues) of many of the journals it archives.

The [PMC journal list](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-journals) comprises journals that deposit research material in PMC on a routine basis and generally make all their published articles available here. Find out how to [include your journal](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-submission) in PMC.

PMC also has the [author manuscripts](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-authors) of articles published by NIH-funded researchers in various non-PMC journals. Increasing free access to these articles is the goal of the [NIH Public Access](https://www.nih.gov/policies-public-access) policy. Similar manuscripts from researchers funded by the Wellcome Trust are available in PMC as well.

Eligible researchers should use the [NIH Manuscript Submission](https://pubmedcentral.nih.gov/pmc-submission) system to deposit manuscripts.

Get answers to other questions about PubMed Central.
RePEc (Research Papers in Economics) is a collaborative effort of hundreds of volunteers in 70 countries to enhance the dissemination of research in economics. The heart of the project is a decentralized database of working papers, journal articles and software components. All RePEc material is freely available.

You may add your own materials to RePEc through a departmental or institutional archive -- all institutions are welcome to join and contribute their materials by establishing and maintaining their own RePEc archive. If your institution does not yet participate in RePEc, you may submit your own papers to MPRA (the Munich Personal RePEc Archive), and they will automatically be included in RePEc. RePEc does not support personal archives (only institutional archives).

RePEc collaborates with the American Economic Association's EconLit database to provide content from leading universities' working paper series to EconLit. If your university does not contribute its working paper series to RePEc, please contact us for assistance, or view the "step by step" instructions at IDEAS.

Please note that RePEc does not contain full-text journal articles. RePEc services provide links to many full-text articles, but you may need a personal or institutional subscription to follow those links. If a working paper or journal article is not indicated as "downloadable", please contact the author or publisher for assistance.

The RePEc database holds over 865,000 items of interest, over 740,000 of which are available online:

- 340,000 working papers
- 505,000 journal articles
- 1,900 software components
- 18,000 book and chapter listings
- 23,500 author contact and publication listings
- 11,500 institutional contact listings

Bookmark this page to easily locate our services to the economics profession.

How you can use RePEc:

The following websites offer all or part of the RePEc database for you to browse or search:

- RePEc Author Service: Author registration
- MPRA: Munich Personal RePEc Archive: Authors in institutions lacking a RePEc archive can submit their papers to have them included in the RePEc database.
- IDEAS: the complete RePEc database at your disposal. Working papers, journal articles, software components, author information, directory of institutions.
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the big ten
repository size and software
content type and repositories

- articles (10)
- reports (3)
- theses (3)
- conference proceedings (4)
- books or book chapters (4)
- videos (3)
- images (2)
- working papers (5)
- grey literature (2)
- citation/abstracts (5)
- tutorial/instructional materials (2)
- reviews (2)
- multimedia/working papers (2)
- audio (2)
- contacts (2)
Total Items / Content Type

- PMC
- CiteSeerX
- RePEc
- arXiv
- SSRN
- AgEcon
- Policy Archive
- AEI
- E-LIS
- Organic Eprints

content types

total items (100K)
the rest
some approaches

- Communication with PIs/teams
- Iterative scoping and design
- Metadata first
- Local technical control
- Emphasizing a funder relationship
Diverse community needs and cultures
Lack of consistent terminology
Lack of recognition in authoritative resources
Lack of literature
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. More literature
2. Standard language
3. Community of SR managers, librarians, and administrators
4. Instruments for evaluation
5. Guidelines/best practices
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THANK YOU!
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